25 September
Gorgios Papadopoulos
“Clearing House Systems of Payment”
Comments Job Daemen & Jack Vromen
Chair Luis Mireles-Flores

9 October
Luis Mireles-Flores & Clemens Hirsch
Presentation of PhD research proposals
Chair Ali Jaberi

23 October
Job Daemen
“Aspects of theory over practice in finance”
Comments Anil Divarci
Chair Till Düppe

6 November
Mohammad Tavakoli
“Morality in Recent Economic Theories”
Comments Attilia Ruzzene
Chair Job Daemen

27 November
Luis Mireles-Flores
“An inquiry into the practical potential of economic theories”
Comments Mary Robertson
Chair Clemens Hirsch

11 December
Ali Jaberi
“Values and conscious behaviour in Sen”
Comments Chair Mohammed Tavakoli

13 December
Thomas Wells
“Amartya Sen is a virtue ethicist who doesn't know it”
Comments: Irene van Staveren (Nijmegen, ISS Den Haag), Kwela Hermans (EIPE, Breda)